
BigEDM is making sure you have all your bases covered with their latest pack, Septagon Vocals. 

 

In the contents of this hefty pack, you will find over 400 sounds. Club exciters, club movers, epic 

anthems, anticipating wind ups, explosive drops, and chill wind-downs. These custom sounds have been 

designed to suit the style of any genre, any atmosphere, and any location. Everything from soft nylon-

stringed guitars, lowfi bass lines, concert piano stabs, critical staple drum loops, crisp metallic cymbals, 

group claps, even male and female vocal samples. 

 

The melody, the bass lines, the leads, the electro snare, soothing kicks with sustain, strong pounding 

kicks, insane rhythmic cymbal loops, and cultural percussion. We are talking beauty and the beast all in 

one pack. 

 

If you are always looking for the latest tricks or ways to explore a new genre inside you will find 5 kits 

that contain a master track and all of the sounds and presets used to design it. You dissect it, you add 

your style and put it back together again. Kits can be used as an interactive hands-on learning tool, as a 

way to break the writer's block, keep your skills current and even inspire you with a fresh approach to 

your mix. 

And some unique style and true professional quality to your mix with sounds from Big EDM’s Septagon 

Vocals pack. 

 

This pack contains: 

- 5 Kits containing over 180 WAV/MIDI Sounds & Presets; 

- 20 Melody Loops; 

- 20 Drum Loops; 

- 20 Serum Presets; 

- 19 Spire Presets; 

- 20 Sylenth1 Presets; 

- 20 Claps and Snares; 

- 50 Cymbals including Open/Closed HiHats, Crash and Ride; 

- 20 Kicks; 

- 20 Percussive Sounds; 

- 100% Royalty Free. 

 



Synth Presets Compatibility: 

* Please Use Reveal Sound Spire synthesizer v1.1.14 or later versions; 

* Please Use Xfer Serum v1.214 or later versions; 

* Please Use Sylenth Versions 2.2, 2.21Beta & 3.04 Or Higher; 

* Please Note: Keep your software legal and up-to-date to avoid any issues when loading your new 

presets. 


